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Abstract
The C A D S digital signal processor @SP) architecture is
presented. This DSP is intended for use in digital mobile
phones and, in thisapplication, it is necessaryto balauce the
requirement of high processing throughput with the
demand of low power for extended battery lifetime. These
requirements are addressed by a multi-level power
reduction strategy, involving the use of a parallel
asynchronous archikcture, a configurable compressed
instruction set, a large register iile, the use of signmagnitude arithmetic, and reduced support for intemrpts.

1. Introduction
The market for mobile communications devices,
particularly mobile phones, has become huge in recent
years and is still growing rapidly. Associated with the
growth of this market has been a vast drop in price for the
phones themselves, with a myriad of different products
from various m a n u f k t ” competing in the marketplace.
The requirementfor extendedbattery lifetimewith reduced
battery size makes this a key application for low-power
VLSI design techniques.

Modern digital cellphones, conforming to the European
GSM standard, execute complex control and signal
processing functions, to perfom filteaillgeIror conection,
speech compression and decompression algorithms
(codecs), protocol management, and m l “ h g l y
additional fimctions such as voice recognition or
multimediacapabii.ThisThisoadmeansthatthedigital
components of these systems consume a significant
proportion of the total system p e r . A typical basis for
these digital components is a single chip, containing a
mirroprocessor coupled by an on-chip bus to a DSP core.
The microprocessorperforms the control tasks,while the
DSP is responsible for the intensive numerical processing.
A study of the literaturefor one of these systems,produced
by an incokborator, showed that the DSP is

responsible for approximately 65% of the total power
consumption when engaged in a call using a half-me
speech codec. It can be expected thatfuture generations of
GSM chipsetswillrequireeven pater throughputfromthe
DSP, to implement advanced low bit-rate codecs and to
incorporate additional user features. This means that the
totalproportion of the power requiredby the DSP is likely
to increase.

To tackle this problem a study is underwayyas part of the
EPSRCYMoD Powerpack project, investigating the design
of an asynchronous digital signal processor to address the
requirements for performance, power consumption and
EMC arising from thisapplication.This study has resulted
in the CADRE DSP architecture (Conflgurable
Asynchronous DSP for Reduced Energy) presented in this
Paper.

2. Sources of power consumption
Power dissipation in an on-chip processing system as
described here can be broken down into two main areas.
The first main area is the power cost associated with
accesses to the program and data memories.This is made
up of the power consumed within the RAM units
themselves, and the power required to transmit the data
across the large capacitance of the system buses. Memory
accesses can form the largest component of power
cOllSrrmptionm datadominated applications [1],[2].
The second main area of power consumption comes f b m
theenergydissipatedinperfiigtheactuaIoperationson
the datawithin the processor care. This is made up ofthe
energy dissipated by tramitions within the dataptb
associatedwith the data,and the control overhead required
to performthe operations.

3. A new DSP for GSM chipsets
Our cohbomtor has suggested that the next generation of
GSM chipsetswill requiremore than lOOMIPS throughput
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h m the DSP. An initial target for throughput of 16OMIPS
has been chosen for the new design, which is intended to
camfortably meet the requirements for this application.
Should the achieved throughputexceed the requirementsof
a given situation, then the supply voltage couldbe reduced
to give quadratic power reduction. However, ifthe supply
voltage is b dthen the use of asynchronous design means
that excess speed will be converted mto power savings
d u k g the idle period at the end of the processing block.
Asynchronous circuits inherently collsume virtually no
current when idle, due to the lack of a clock, and can go
from idle to full activity instantaneously. Synchronous
circuits use clock gating techniques to stop the clock;
however, the idle time at the end of a processing block
wouldnotbesufficienttoallowclockgatingtobeused.
The
properties of asynchronous designmean that the challenge
can be thought of in tenns of minimising the energy
required for the given processing task
DSPs are traditionally optimised for performing tight
numerical processing kernels and are traditionally less
good at control-oriented code. In the proposed application,
the DSP will be working alongside a general m
o
s
e
processor. The DSP can thus be operated as a coprocessor,
performing tasks as directed by the m
.-i
The
reduced control o&ead greatly simplifies design of the
DSP, thereby improving power efficiency.

4. Processor architecture
It has been shown that energy-efkient high performance
circuits can be producedby exploitingparallelism [3]. This
reduces the switching rate at each functional unit, with
benefits both for power consumption and reduced
electromagnetic mterfem~ce.Silicon die area can be traded
for increased speed, allowing simpler and more efficient
circuits to be used or the supply voltage to be reduced.
Silicon area is rapidly becoming less expensive; indeed,
one of the challenges is to actuallymake effectiveuse of the
vast number of transistorS available to the designer. This
makes parallelism and replication very attractive, and for
this reason a parallel structure with four independent
functional units has been chosen. Analysis of key DSP
algorithmsshowedthattheycanbereadilyparallelized,and
multiple functionalunits allow algorithmict r a n s f o d o n s
to exploit COrrelatioIl between successive data for reduced
power CoIlSumption [4],[5J. The functional units need not

beidentical,meaaingthatdifferenunitscanbesubstituted
for a particular application. Asynchronous design makes
this task easier, asthe interfacesbetween blocks are defined
independent of any global timing constfaints. A block
diagram of the architemre is shown in figure 1.

DATA REGISTER BANK
2 x 128 x 1Wit

X
Y
P

Figure 1Block diagram of the CAD= DSP architectare
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4.1. Reducing memory accesses
Having chosen a parallel architecture, a means of
distributing instructions to the available resources is
required. In
contrast
with
general-purpose
microprocessors, DSP activity can often be characterise
- d
by merit repetition of a few fixedalgoritbms. This makes
it possible to store parallel instruction encodings in
advance, within configuration memories intemal to the
DSP.These configurationwords can then be recalled with
a single 32 bit compressed instruction, which allows a
throughput of 160MIPS to be sustained from a system
speed of only 40MIPS. A side-effect of the highly
compressed instructionsmeans thatit is possible to execute
complex DSP algorithms entirely from within an internal
Mer of 32 instructions. The program memory is only
accessedfor the firstpass through the loop, with subsequent
iterationsbeiig suppliedby the instruction
This also
maintainsthe loop counter, meaning that subsequent stages
see an entirely flat irmuctl'onstream.

e.

The configuration memories are located within the
functional units, to minimise the capacitance of the
associated wiring,and consists of two banks of 128 words.
The first bank is the operand memory, which selects the
sources and destinationsof the data for each operation. The
second bank is the opcode memory, which sets up the
operation to be performed. The memov is partitioned in
this way to maximise the reuse of configrnaton words. In
addition, any component of the operation can be disabled
h m within the compressed instruction word, which also
helps allow the reuse of the configuration words. An
operation is defined by a particular operand address and a
particular opcode address, used by all of the h c t i o n a l
units.
A similar technique, where complex instructionsare stored
in a configuration memory, has been developed for a
commercial DSP [6]. However, the authors believe thatthe
design proposed here is si@cantly different,being more
modular as the contigurationmemories are into the
functionalunits, andmore flmile as individual instruction
can be enabled and disabled, and few
Constraints are placed on the design of the hctional units.

Having chosen a parallel st",the next challenge is to
supply data to each fimctionalunit at a d c i e n t rate while
keeping the p e r coIlsuIIlpfion to a minimum. The
memory hierarchy approach works well far DSPs, as many
algorithms display strong locality of r e h c e or work on
small blocks of data For this reason, a largeregister file of
256 by 16bit words was chosen, segmented into two banks
labelled X and Y to match memory. The Segmentation is
algorithmicallyconvenientin many cases,and also reccluces
the number of ports required for each bank.

The large register file allows for a high degree of data reuse,
and a large explicit register file offers a signiscant
advantage over a cache and fewer registers as is common in
traditionalDSP architectms. In the p r o ~ ~ e rmodels
's
of most traditional DSP architectures,operands are treated
as residing within main memory and are accessed by
indirect reference through address registm. These must be
wide enough to ad*
the entire possible data space of the
processor, which is 24 bits in this design. After each
operation, it is generally necessary to update these address
registers to point to the next data item, which means that
even ifthe data resides in the cachethere is still a significant
power consumptionassociated with these updates, and this
power must be added to the power consumed by the cache
lookup. The total power collsumption h m these b r s is
potentially large, as each functional unit can require up to
two operands per operation.

In the new architecture,the address registers are used only
for loading or storing data in bulk to and from the data
register file; 32-bit parts to both X and Y memory allow up
to 4 registers to be transferred simultaneously. Accesses to
the data are then made indirectly by means of 7-bit index
registers, which can be updated much more quickly and at
much lower power cost than the wide address registers.
The combination of the large register file and the
compressed instruction buffer can massively reduce the
number of memory accesses: for example, it is possible to
&om
a &point complex FFT with only a single pass
through both the program and data memory.
4.2. Reducing core power dissipation

Having tackled the power cost associated with memory
transfers, the next area of attack is the power consumed
within the processor core. It has been shown that signmagnitude number representation can offer reduced
switching activity compared to two's complement
numbexingwhendataaremlated.This is due tothe large
number of h d a n t ones required to represent a small
negative value in two's complement form. However, signmagnitude nzps&ah 'on requires more compfex
arithmetic circuitxy, particuIarly when two numbers of
differing sign must be added. To investigate this trade-off,
a study was perfarmed based around simulated DSP
operatiom on detailed models of DSP datapaths for both
sign-magnitude and two's complement number@. This
found a reduction in switching activity of 1045% when
using sign-magnitude representation. The study did not
take into accouIlt transitions on system buses or memory
accesses, which should make the real reduction even
greater. Also, the extra complexity for sign-magnitllde
arithmeticis in minimum-geometrysections of the datapath
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and should contriiutelittle to the total power c"ption.
For these reasons, sign-magnitde representation of data
was chosen for the design of the functional units.

In the simulations,the memories were implemented using
C behavioural models. To estimate memory power
consumption, the models were designed to report power
consumption to the simulator during each read or write
access,so as to collsume afixed amount of energy for each
aperation. The energy per operation was estimated at
0.67d, which was based on measurements of power
consumed by the 8 kilobyteRAM block of the AMULET3i
asynchronous embedded island [SI.

Asynchronous design techniques were chosen for the
processor, based on the principle of micropipelines [fl
where each processing stage negotiates the passing of data
to its neighbours by means of request and achowledge
handshake signals. Archikctdly, there is no overriding
reason why synchronousdesign techniques could not have
been chosen, but asynchronous design has a number of
compelling advantages. Firstly, the lack of a clock
distnIbution network eliminates the associated power
c v t i o n , andmeansthat clock gating i s u n u ~ a s
mentioned earlier. Secondly, asynchronous designs emit
very much less electromagneticradiationthan synchronous
designs, which is very hportant for wireless devices.
Finally, asynchronousdesign gives a modular design style,
which allows arbitrarilycomplexdesignsto be produced by
means of Well-defined interfaces between blocks, without
wonying about the problems of global clock distriion.

6. Test results
6.1. Instruction execution performance
operating speed results for the three algorithms are shown
in Table 1. This shows the rate of issue of parallel
instructions,the operation rate within the functional units,
and the average proportion of the fUncti0n;ilunits which are

occupied for each parallel instruction.

Test

L.pstruction

rate

5. Testing and evaluation

Arithmetic
operationrate

occupancy

43MHz
163MOPS
95%
FIRflter
CADREhasbeencompletedtotheschematicdesignstage,
and collsists of approximately 750,000 transistorS m a
FFT
38MHz
141MOPS
93%
0.35p.m 3 metal layer CMOS process. Testing has been
perfomed by simulaiion of netlists taken fiom the
3
4
m
117MOPS
86%
LPCdySis
schematics, using Synopsis' F b w d l simulator using
typical silicon parameters at 3 . 3 ~Powermill
.
is claimed to
be close to SPICE m its awmacy, at a ftaction of the
cOrnputational load. Power coIIsuD[Iptl'on probes were
The instruction rate is the measured rate of dispatch of
assigned in ahierarchicalmanner, to provide abreakdcmvn
parailel imhuct~
'011s to the functional units. This value
of the power consumed by the various segments of the
depends on how many control / setupinstructionshad to be
design. Also, the simulator was set up to monitor vaxious
inserted between parallel instructions, and also on how
arcfeatures such as the number of register and
quickly registerreads and axithmetic operations completed.
memory accesses and the average occupancy of the
The arithmetic operation rate is the measured rate of
functionalunitS.
arithmetic aperatians within the fimctional units, which
depends on the instructian rate and the occupancy (how
The tests were perfmed with three DSP algorithms, to
frequently each functional unit is used in parallel
establish the performance and power consumption of the
ixwucti0I1s).
p
"a 20 point FIR ater, a 64-pointcomplex FFT
and the prepnxxssing and linear predictive coding
It can be seen that the operation rate for the FIR ater
analysis Section Of the GSM full-F h
exceeds the 160 MOPS target the FIR tilter kernel is
algarittna The FIRandFFT each processed256 data
extremely ediicient, without any setup code requiredonce
samples, while the LPC analysis algorithm was p e d o d
the kemel is undemay. The FFT algorithm is somewhat
011 a GSM data frame of 160 samples. To evaluaxe the
less ediicient, requiring changes to the index registers
impactofdatach""csonpowerm"ption,the
between SUCCeSSiVe passes of the FFT kemel. Smw the
FIR flter and FFT algorithms were m separately on
speed of arithmetic aperations is not data dependenf the
random data and speech data (extracted -the
ETSI
same ope" rates were observed for both speech and
speech test sequence used for testing GSM codecs). The
random data The GSM LPC analysis program is the least
LPCanatysisdg~wasnmonlyonSpeechdata
e S c i e n ~as the test imrolves a number of s
e
algoritbs applied seqnentialy which require setup
Inacompletesystem,theheme"p
instruction between each pass. Also, some of t h e s
be asignilicantpmportionofthetotalpowerconsumption.
r
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algorithm cannot be partitioned easily across the
functional units. This is evident in the reduced utilisation
figure.

affect the perfomce, nor unduly affect the power
coI1sumption.
63. Evaluation of architectural features

6.2. Power consumption results
6.3.1. Registerbank

Average power consumption for each of the algorithms is
shown in Table2. The run time over which power
consumption is measured extends h mthe moment that the
reset signal is removed to the time that the tests are
completed. The dishibution of the energy consumed to the
various differentcomponents of the architectureis shownin
figure 2.

FIR

The register bank is accessedbetween6 and 21 times more
fiequently than the memory, and the register bank
consumes on average 3 times less energy per access than
the memory system despite being highly multi-ported
6.3.2. Index registers

GSM

Between 8 and 22 times more updates are performed using
the d index generation units rather than the address
generation units. Updates to the index registers require an
order of magnitude less energy than updates to the address
registers, leading to a significant reduction in power
consumption.

m d . speech rand. speech

Power(mW)

668

584

676

660

406

RmtimeQ~s) 38.9

38.5

32.7

32.5

16.1

Arithmeticopr 5888 5888 4100 4100

1288

6.3.3. InstructionM e r
The m
d energy per instruction passing through the
buffer is between 32% and 45% of the estimated energy
required to fetch a word from program memory. The
measured ratio of instruction issued by the Mer to those
fetched from memory varies hm between 2.7 and 22,
depending on how efficiently a given algorithm makes use
of the DO construct.
6.3.4.

Effect of sign-magnitude arithmetic

An indication of how much bene& is obtained by the use
of sign-magnitude numbering can be gained by comparing
the results for uncomlated (random) data with those for
correlated (speech) data.The energy collsumption figures
for the FIR filter algorithm show a totalreductionm energy
per operation of 13% when pmtxdng speech data rather
than fidl-range random data The figures for the FFT
algorithm perfinmed on comparably scaled speech data
show areducton of only 1%:the FFTalgorithm is such that
adjacent data points tend not to be processed sequentially,
reducing the amount of carrelation that can be exploitd.
6.3.5. Effect of asynchmous design
Cartg"cries:23%

Fignre 2 Distribntion of energy per operation
It must be enophasised that the results are based on
simulated schematics, which do not include extracted
parasitic capacitances of i n t e " e c t i a . However,
CADRE is designed specifically to "izethe distance
over which data must travel andthdore it is expected that
the inclusion of post-layout capadances will not seriously

The benefits of using asynchronous design stem primarily
'ally shut down during idle
from the ability to
periods the ben& given by this will depend on the
constraints of a given @tal system, and cannot be
eduated by 'fiat-out' performance testing as presented
here.

6.4. Comparison with other designs
Table3 wmpares Wormauce of CADRE with two
commercial DSP architectms, which were marketed as
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'low-power' at the start of the CADRE project
ManuEacturers'figmsaregenerallypresentedatthebest
operating conditions; therefore the figures presented for
~
The chosen
CADRE are those estimated for 1 . 2Operation.
metric for compakm is energydelay product: energy per
operation can be reduced at the expense of delay by varying
the supply voltage and reducing gate drive strengths, and
vice-versa Energydelay product gives a measure of
quality for the underlying design and technology.

I

I

ProductAI 0 . 6 ~
196mW

ProductB 0 . 6 ~83mW
CADRE

0 . 3 5 ~29mW

I

I

I

40

I

60

80

13

55

10

energydelaymetric forthe design was less good than
expected.
The outcome emphasises the importance of considering all
levels of the circuit in low-power design: time collstraints
prevented circuit optimkhon, which led to excessive
power co"pti0n in the arithmetic elements and possibly
elsewhere. This obscured the bene& obtained by the
architectural features. With ophization, including a
pipelined multiply-accumulate, the techniques used in
CADRE appear set to offer new levels of performance and
energy efficiency. Many of the design decisions in the
CADRE architecturewere intendedto combat the problems
of deep sub-micron processes; notably wire parasitic
effects. The benefits of the CADRE architecture should
become clear when transferred to 0 . 1 8 ~or smaller
technology, and this work is currently in progress.

8. Acknowledgements
The figures show CADRE to have a significantly better
energydelay product than Product A, and a slightly better
energy-delay product than Product B. However,CADRE
was designed using a more advanced process tech~ology,
and the figures for CADRE do not include the effects of
wire parasitics. These results are therefore somewhat
disappointing: given the bene& being obtained by the
architecturalfeatures, a clearer advantage was expected.
The main culprit in the reducedperformancemay be seen
m the breakdownof energy umsumption in figure 2: 51%
of the total power goes into the multiply-accumulateunits.
The design of CADRE was perfiied over a very litnited
period of time, which meant that little time could be spent
selecting and optimizingparticular Circuits. A re-design of
the multiplier and adder Circuits has produced circuits with
energies reduced by factars of approximately 3 and 6
respectively: other components of the design may also
ben& to a similar srtent. Fu~themore,the multiplyaccumulate openlion was unpipelined (for simplicity)
which has caused agreatly reducedmaxi" opemting
speed: a pipelined speed of approximately 400 MOPS
seems readily attabableat 33v. Estimatesfor performance
with pipelined operation suggest that an energy-deay
product of 3.3nJm could be attained.

7. Conclusions
The CADRE DSP architecture has been presented. This

usesavarietyofarchitectmltechniquesaimedatreducing
power consumption for the next generaton of mobile
phone applications. The results show CADRE to easily
meetthe speedrequhmentsthatwere setout. However,the
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